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MESSAGE

What a decade!

Way back in November 2008 when Bookaroo took the first steps, we would have probably 
smiled in disbelief if anyone had predicted that the festival would take wing and journey 
through 12 cities and complete 31 editions.

Well, here we are. All set to unveil Alpenliebe-Bookaroo - the festival’s 32nd edition overall 
and 11th in Delhi, where it all started. If staying right side up for 10 years is an achievement, 
the credit goes entirely to the authors, illustrators, storytellers, craftspeople, sponsors, 
arts councils, publishers, partners, designers, volunteers, friends, parents and the 
children whose undiminished enthusiasm edition after edition - in many cases, even after 
they have outgrown the festival – kept us going.

Our heartfelt thanks to Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA) for keeping 
the faith and collaborating with Bookaroo ever since the festival moved into the grounds 
in 2010.

Bookaroo is a dream that became a beautiful reality. As it went on to become India’s most-
travelled festival (this year witnessed a first rural foray as well as an inaugural edition in 
the North-east), Bookaroo’s spin-offs too are much-looked-forward-to. Whether it is the 
outreach programme, Bookaroo in the City (the festival visits institutions and schools, 
both underserved and regular) or the annual Bookart exhibition that showcases the best 
original artwork from children’s books, Bookaroo has been fortunate enough to be loved 
by children everywhere.

It is a pleasure to welcome you back. Turn the page and go Bookaroo! The session 
information has been arranged by age to help you to the session of your choice quickly. If 
you still need some help, our ever-alert young volunteers will guide you through.

Swati and Venkatesh
Festival Directors

BOOKAROO TRUST
Bookaroo is a registered Charitable Trust committed to bringing children and books 
together and spread the joy of reading. We work in tandem with writers, illustrators, 

storytellers, editors, publishers, booksellers and schools.

Contact: info@bookaroo.in   www.bookaroo.in

With regional centres in nine cities – Varanasi, 
Bengaluru, Guwahati, Ranchi, Srinagar, Goa, 

Vadodara,Puduchery and Thrissur – IGNCA was 
set up to encompassing the study and experience 

of all the arts through:

website: www.ignca.nic.in | Email: igncakaladarsana@gmail.com
Follow us on

Facebook: @IGNCA | Instagram: @igncadelhi | Twitter: @igncakd
RSVP: +91-11-23388155 (9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.)

SEMINAR / CONFERENCES

MEMORIAL LECTURES

PUBLIC LECTURES

EXHIBITIONS

FILM SHOWS

PERFORMANCES

SANSKRITI SAMVAAD SHRINKHLA

BHARAT VIDYA PRAYOJANA

BHINN SHADJ - MUSIC SERIES

IGNCA BOOK CIRCLE

PUBLICATION RELEASE
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

10:30-11:30

T-TIME F-FOR A S-STORY | Janaki Sabesh
Why is Ostroo the ostrich not rehearsing for the 
grand jungle storytelling festival when all the 
other animals are? Is there something wrong? 
Yes, there is. Come and see for yourself. 
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by Tulika Books

LADYBIRD MAKES A PLAN | Team Amiown
Two crafty robbers and a tiny ladybird. How does 
she save the farmer’s cow?
Sponsored by Amiown

THE PALMS
CRAZY CREATURES | Anitha Balachandran
Want to create some dizzying, dazzling, 
delightful, dramatic, dashing artworks? Meet 
Zippy the Zebra and his band of animal friends! 
Create a Zebrocerous, Monkurtle or even a 
Crocoduck! 
Supported by HarperCollins

12:00-13:00

STUDIO
FOOD FABLES AND FUN | Srividhya Venkat
Do you like food stories? Join this fun, interactive 
session and listen to a mouth-watering story. 
Then cook up one of your own - spicy, sour, 
sweet or any other taste you relish. 
(Limited numbers)

DOODLE WALL
WILD WACKY ANIMALS ON WHEELS |  
Ayako Watanabe
Doodle your very own crazy animals and hop on 
to the wacky animal bus for a wonderfully wild 
journey. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by the Japan Foundation
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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ALL AGES

AUDITORIUM

BANISHING FEAR | Maneka Gandhi

From dark nights to eerie shadows, to 

frightening clowns to dreadful monsters 

under the bed, conquer those big 

childhood fears with this enchanting 

picture story.

Supported by Puffin Books

10:30-11:30



13:30-14:30

STUDIO
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR? |  
Ritu Vaishnav
Who says pink is for girls and blue for boys? And 
some toys are just for girls and others just for 
boys? Join Ritu to find out why a lot of things you 
might hear about girls and boys may not be true.
Supported by Puffin Books

THE PALMS
TALES FROM THE TOP OF MY HEAD |  
Janaki Sabesh
Of animals and birds, and of things you’ve never 
heard... there’s a story everywhere! Gear up 
for some tantalising Tulika tales by riveting 
storyteller Janaki Sabesh! 
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by Tulika Books

15:00-16:00

CHOMP! CHOMP! CHOMP! | Karishma Mahbubani
Little Billy Goat enters someone’s home and starts to 
chew everything in sight - a shoe, a box, a toy, some 
socks. But when he chews an entire pack of bubble 
gum, he’s in for a big surprise! 
Supported by Ms Moochie

A CUNNING PLAN | Sumi Chandrasekharan
Ponnu has a problem. He forgets everything, all the 
time, even the names of his favourite food. Help him 
figure out a way to beat this problem.
Supported by Tota Books

CRAFTY 
CORNER
WHO WANTS A HUG? | Team Amiown
Did you get a hug this morning? Come over. The 
Crafty Corner is full of hugs today. (Limited numbers)
Sponsored by Amiown

16:30-17:30

STAGE
RHYME TIME | Meredith Costain
Stomp like a dinosaur, wiggle and giggle, and dance to 
the doodledum beat. Join Meredith Costain for lots of 
movement and wordplay fun. (Limited numbers)
Supported by the Australian High  
Commission, New Delhi
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

10:30-11:30

STAGE
ANIMAL FARM | Boris Pfeiffer 
Hamlet, a young wolf, escapes from the zoo to meet 
his wild friends in the city. Can they help Hamlet’s 
friend, Barnabas the gorilla, to run away too?
Supported by the Goethe Institut-Max  
Mueller Bhavan

WORKSHOP
THE JURASSIC ADVENTURE | Andy Chua
What’s the biggest dinosaur ever? Could T-Rex beat 
Triceratops in a fight? Let Fossil Finders author, Andy 
Chua, answer those epic questions in his upcoming 
session: The Jurassic Adventure! He’s even brought 
real dinosaur fossils!
Supported by the National Arts Council, Singapore

12:00-13:00

A HAIRY TALE | Ira Saxena
Join Ira to unravel the mystery and laughter in this 
classic Indian folktale.
Supported by Karadi Tales

SHELENI | Bongiswa Kotta
Have you heard about the King of the Crocodiles who 
needed a monkey’s heart to cure his illness? Join 
Bongi as she chants and rhymes her way through  
this story.

THE PALMS
A MEETING WITH THE RED FAIRY | Kamla Bhasin
Meet Kamla Bhasin and her long time companion, 
a little red fairy who accompanies her all around 
Delhi.. Find out how a tiny thing can teach life’s big 
lessons. 
Supported by Pratham Books

13:30-14:30

AUDITORIUM
OUT OF THE BOX | Kristin Roskifte
Jump into this fun drawing and ideas workshop that 
shows you how to make up stories you would have 
ordinarily never thought of!
Supported by Norla

CRAFTY 
CORNER
REUSE, REDUCE, RECYCLE | Team DK
An interactive session that engages children in 
several creative activities to learn about the impact 
of waste on Earth. With DIY activities and games, get 
set to become “Waste Warriors”! (Limited Numbers)
Supported by DK

DOODLE WALL
A COLOURLESS WORLD | Stephen Aitken &  
Sylvia Sikundar
Can you imagine a world when all the colours are 
stolen? What kind of person would not like others to 
enjoy colour? Discover what happens when colour 
disappears and the healing power when it returns. 
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by Tulika Books
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

15:00-16:00

STUDIO
A COLOURFUL CONTEST | Aljoscha Blau
What happens when you feel very hungry just 
as you are getting ready to settle an argument. 
Take a look through Aljoscha’s eyes.
Supported by Goethe Institut-Max  
Mueller Bhavan

GALLERY
BEEP! BEEP! HONK! HONK!  |  
Habib & Shubham 
What can you see on the road? Cars, buses, 
auto-rickshaws, cycles, dogs, cats, cows, 
elephants ...? Create a chaotic traffic jam on the 
Doodle Wall with Habib Ali, illustrator of Neel 
on Wheels, and Shubham Lakhera, illustrator of 
Vibhuti Cat.
Supported by Duckbill

16:30-17:30

PLAYALONG WITH ALICIA | Alicia Dongjoo Bang
Every picture tells a story – you can be the story!
Supported by the Korean Cultural Centre

WHOSAURUS IS THAT? | Vaishali Shroff
It’s a Giraffe! It’s a Snake! Nooooooo! It’s an 
Isisaurus! What? Whosaurus is that? Join author 
Vaishali Shroff to find out what’s inside the egg!
Supported by HarperCollins

AMPHITHEATRE
HOMEWORK WITH MY DOG | Sonali Shenoy and 
Karthika Gopalakrishnan
Mathematics is not so difficult. Meet Kutti the 
police dog who helps Parvathy with her Math 
homework too. Lend a paw and clap away.
Supported by Ms Moochie

THE PALMS
WAGTAIL MEETS JUMBO | Pow Aim Hailowng
The first elephant and a wagtail meet in the 
forest. But how did the tiny bird change how the 
elephant’s eyes look. Come, find out what the 
story is all about.
Supported by Tulika Books 

Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore and get them 

signed at the Book 

Signing Area.
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

10:30-11:30

AMPHITHEATRE
MAD ABOUT GEOGRAPHY | Team DK
Where is the Namdapha flying squirrel found in 
India? How about the Adalaj Step-well? Or the 
Borra Caves? Surely you know what the largest 
inland salt lake is? How well do you really know 
India? Find out in this This fun, interactive 
session.
Supported by DK

DOODLE WALL
TATTOOED | Cinta Arribas
Come along and draw funny tattoos on a giant in 
a swimsuit. Don’t leave any empty spaces. 
Supported by Instituto Cervantes and the 
Embassy of Spain

12:00-13:00

AUDITORIUM
MAORI MYTHS | Gavin Bishop
Want to hear about the exciting myths and 
legends of the greatest navigators in the Pacific 
Ocean? Join Gavin and his tales about the 
Maoris. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by PANZ, Creative New Zealand & 
the New Zealand High Commission, India

CRAFTY 
CORNER
PET STORIES | Veronika Resslova
A delightful tale of two brothers’ life with dogs 
and cats with a surprise workshop thrown in. 
(Limited Numbers)

WORKSHOP
LET’S GET DIGGING! | Vaishali Shroff
A dinosaur skull, footprints, eggs, or poop! 
What would you like to scoop? Learn about the 
exciting world of Indian Dinosaurs and our rich 
palaeontology history with author Vaishali Shroff.
Supported by HarperCollins

13:30-14:30

VINGQI VONGQO | Bongiswa Kotta
The classic story about the busy ant and the lazy 
grasshopper. Who would you rather be – the ant 
or the grasshopper?

HEAR YE FOLKS! | Rituparna Ghosh
Dum! Dum! Dum! Tales of victory and failure, wit 
and buffoonery, half truths and timeless legends. 
Hear ye Folks!  If you believe in stories then this 
is for you. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

13:30-14:30

STAGE
HOW TO BE A SECRET SCRIBBLER | Meredith 
Costain
Meet Ella and her cheeky little sister Olivia from 
the Ella Diaries. Find out how to record all the 
exciting, amazing and fantabulously fabulous 
events of your own life in your very own secret 
journal! (Limited Numbers)
Supported by the Australian High  
Commission, New Delhi

15:00-16:00

AMPHITHEATRE
THE NEW JUNGLE | Boris Pfeiffer
What would you do if you were a wild animal 
living in a city? Come along and help Boris 
imagine how it feels to live in a world that is not 
made for you.
Supported by Goethe Institut-Max  
Mueller Bhavan

WORKSHOP
ELEMENTAL | Team DK
Why is gold so shiny? Is there a liquid metal? 
Can an element fuel giant rockets? Answers to 
these questions and more will be revealed in an 
interactive session about elements all around us. 
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by DK

16:30-17:30

STUDIO
EVERYBODY COUNTS | Kristin Roskifte
You would have seen many counting books, 
but have you ever seen a counting book about 
people? Kristin Roskifte shows you.
Supported by NORLA

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 

Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore and get them 

signed at the Book 

Signing Area.
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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12:00-13:00

STAGE
CHARLIE’S ANGELS | Cordis Paldano
Come listen to a circus clown tell you the 
amazing story of his friends – a dwarf and a girl 
– involving a goat, a few nasty goons, a wicked 
politician, a tiger and a golden lizard!
Supported by Hachette India

13:30-14:30

WORKSHOP
WELCOME TO CRETACEOUS PARK!  |  
Vaishali Shroff
King Jabalpuriya welcomes you to the 
adventure at Cretaceous Park with Padma and 
Bluethingosaurus. Come, join author Vaishali 
Shroff on the fun dinosaur trail along the 
Narmada River!
Supported by HarperCollins

15:00-16:00

THE PALMS
THE SPIDER’S WEB | Anjana
The spider is waiting to thwart your efforts to 
locate the vessel of wisdom. Ayodhya’s Princess 
Suriratna and the Korean warrior Kim Suro 
pulled it off just in time. Can you?
Supported by Mango Books

AUDITORIUM
WHEN DINOSAURS ROAMED THE EARTH |  
Andy Chua
Why did the dinosaurs go extinct? Was 
Mosasaurus a dinosaur? Let Fossil Finders 
author, Andy Chua, answer that for you in his 
upcoming session: When Dinosaurs Roamed the 
Earth! He’s even brought real dinosaur fossils!
Supported by the National Arts Council, 
Singapore

DOODLE WALL
MAKING A MONSTER WALL | Leigh Hobbs
Is there a monster lurking out there? Bring the 
wall to life with Leigh as he tells you how to turn 
simple shapes into monsters of your choice.  
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by the Australian High Commission, 
New Delhi

16:30-17:30

CRAFTY 
CORNER
TOY STORY | Sudarshan Khanna &  
Surabhi Khanna
What gives greater joy than creating your own 
toy using nothing more than everyday materials? 
Probably no other activity. So, what are you 
waiting for? Join in. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by Tara Books
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SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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10:30-11:30

STUDIO
CREATING CRAZY CHARACTERS | Leigh Hobbs
Artist and author Leigh Hobbs will show you 
how to draw crazy characters like Old Tom, Mr 
Chicken and Horrible Harriet. Better still, invent 
and draw your own!
Supported by the Australian High 
Commission, New Delhi

CRAFTY 
CORNER
THE PERFECT PLAYTHING |  
Sudarshan Khanna & Surabhi Khanna
There is a hidden designer in you that is just 
waiting to come out. This is one session in which 
you can explore your zest for creating toys.
Supported by Tara Books

12:00-13:00

AMPHITHEATRE
TELEPATHY AND FRIENDS | Anjana
Reading your best friend’s mind is a skill 
that could save your life if you plan to take on 
magical creatures through a long voyage across 
treacherous seas. You and your buddy get just 
one minute. Ready? 
Supported by Mango Books

GALLERY
DRAWING COMIC HEROES: DECODED |  
Yann Degruel
Join Yann to  create the comic hero of your 
choice. Just follow the lines that he draws. 
(Limited Numbers) 
Supported by Institut Francais

13:30-14:30

AMPHITHEATRE
GREEN DREAM | Nagesh Hedge
Join Nagesh Hegde to know what you can 
teach grown-ups about reusing, reducing and 
recycling.
Supported by Parag, a Tata Trusts  
Initiative & BLBA



SESSIONS & VENUE SATURDAY 1 ST DECEMBER,  2018

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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15:00-16:00

STAGE
FROM PRODUNOVA TO SULTANA RAZIA |  
Aparna Jain
What is equality and how can a change in your 
everyday language and behaviour bring more 
equality? Join Aparna Jain in this inspiring 
session about girls to find out. 
Supported by Westland

16:30-17:30

AUDITORIUM
DEMOCRACY AND YOU | Siddhartha Sarma
A free-flowing session where you bring your 
best thinking hat, put it on and take a look at the 
country. If you like civics, geography, history, 
gardens, current affairs, metals or travel, this is 
the place you ought to be in. (Limited Numbers) 
Supported by Duckbill

DOODLE WALL
ART & SOUL | Stephen Aitken
Make creativity a part of your life. See your world 
with an artist’s eye. Brighten and colour your 
days with creativity that feeds your heart and 
soul. Sylvia and Stephen are ready to give you a 
hand. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by Tulika Books

WORKSHOP
THE STORY OF AOTEAROA | Gavin Bishop
Aotearoa was the name given to a group of 
three islands in the South Pacific by the early 
Polynesian explorers who late settled there 
about 1000 years ago. This is its story.  
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by PANZ, Creative New Zealand & 
the New Zealand High Commission, India
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ONGOING

ALL DAY, 

ALL AGES

HAPPY HOURS | Wendy Cooling

Pick your mark, add a dot, a line or 

three and see where it leads.



SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY 2 ND DECEMBER,  2018

10:30-11:30

SHARING STORIES | Jeeva Raghunath
Doesn’t it get boring just listening to a story? 
Jeeva wants you to join hands with her to tell 
a story! Come, take some stories with you and 
spread them about.

NIBBLE AWAY | Karishma Mahbubani
What happens if you enter someone’s house 
and chew up things – including an entire pack of 
bubble gum? Be prepared for a surprise.
Supported by Ms Moochie

12:00-13:00

THE PALMS
A GRANDMA’S TALE | Team Amiown
Join grandma on an exciting jungle journey.
Sponsored by Amiown

DOODLE WALL
COCK-A-DOODLE-ZOO | Habib and Shubham
Draw a zoo on the Doodle Wall! Shubham 
Lakhera, illustrator of Vibhuti Cat, and Habib Ali, 
illustrator of Neel on Wheels, will show you how 
to draw a cat, a dog, a rhino, a tiger and many 
other creatures, real and imaginary. 
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by Duckbill

13:30-14:30

AMPHITHEATRE
FUN WITH RHYTHM AND RHYME | 
Meredith Costain 
Stomp like a dinosaur, wiggle and giggle, and 
dance to the doodledum beat. Join Meredith 
Costain for lots of movement and wordplay fun. 
(Limited numbers) 
Supported by the Australian High Commission, 
New Delhi

15:00-16:00

STAGE
MASTI AT 3 | Greystroke
Join author-storyteller Greystroke for a mix-and-
match session of stories, art and craft.
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE SUNDAY 2 ND DECEMBER,  2018

16:30-17:30

CAN SHABANA STOP KAJRI? | Samina Mishra
Wherever Shabana goes, there goes Kajri, the 
little goat. The two are best friends! The problem 
is, Kajri likes to chew - ropes, masterji’s books, 
Phuppo Jammo’s burkha... What can Shabana do 
to stop this?
Supported by Tulika Books

A STITCH IN TIME | Srividhya Venkat
Meet a tailor like no other and get inspired to be 
creative. Psst… you don’t need stitching skills for 
this session. There are other ways.

CRAFTY 
CORNER
GUESSING GAMES | Sylvia Sikundar
Try and guess a colour by answering questions 
with a ‘Yes’ or a ‘No’. Don’t worry if you cannot. It 
is just a game in the end.
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 

ONGOING

ALL DAY, 

ALL AGES

HAPPY HOURS | Wendy Cooling

Pick your mark, add a dot, a line or 

three and see where it leads.

Don’t forget to 

buy your favourite 

books from the festival 

bookstore and get them 

signed at the Book 

Signing Area.
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SESSIONS & VENUE

10:30-11:30

STUDIO
FRIENDSHIP MATTERS | Srividhya Venkat
Why and how does Sid turn into a tree? Find out 
from Srividhya. Then enjoy a role-playing game 
and create your own artwork. (Limited numbers)
Supported by Pickle Yolk

THE PALMS
WHAT’S IN THE SACK? | Meghaa Aggarwal
Plates and katoris, empty plastic bottles, grass 
and mud, a broken helmet… check out some of 
the treasures that Dulaari and her gang collect 
and what do they do with them.
Supported by Tulika Books

DOODLE WALL
MAKING A MONSTER WALL | Leigh Hobbs
What kind of monster would you like - scary, 
funny or cuddly? Join Leigh and turn simple 
shapes into monsters of your choice. (Limited 
Numbers)
Supported by the Australian High  
Commission, Delhi

12:00-13:00

STAGE
TALES FROM PASHUPUR | Rahul Kansal
How did the pig become dirty? How did the Saras 
get its long neck? Biologists may have their own 
explanations, but the real answers lie in these 
tales... and in dirty soaps and invisible ink!
Supported by GoodEarth Books

13:30-14:30

THE PALMS
TICKLY TALES! | Janaki Sabesh 
Two stories for the time of one. Why do Adil’s 
shoes trouble everybody? And why is Ostroo 
the Ostrich not rehearsing for the grand jungle 
storytelling festival? 
Supported by Tulika Books

CRAFTY 
CORNER
I HAD A DOG AND A CAT | Veronika Resslova
Veronika revisits a famous Czech tale written 
by the legendary Karel Capek. Listen, enjoy and 
create a movable dog and cat to help you play out 
your own stories. (Limited Numbers)

DOODLE WALL
FUN OCEANAROO | Ayako Watanabe
Dive into the Bookaroo Oceanaroo and create 
your own sea creatures and have fun with some 
stuffed fish! (Limited Numbers)
Supported by the Japan Foundation

SUNDAY 2 ND DECEMBER,  2018

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE

15:00-16:00

STUDIO
COOK UP A STORY | Srividhya Venkat
Reading stories is fun, but making up your own 
is double the fun. Join this Kahaani Creation 
session to hear a tale and create one of your 
own. Who knows what you will come up with? 
(Limited Numbers)

AMPHITHEATRE
SANTA PAWS |  
Sonali Shenoy and Karthika Gopalakrishnan
Kutti is a gifted police dog who knows something 
about Mathematics. He even helps Parvathy with 
her Math homework. Find out how.
Supported by Ms Moochie

CRAFTY 
CORNER
MANY FACES | Cinta Arribas
How do you look when your moods change? Do 
your eyes, mouths, eyebrows change at all? Draw 
yourself in different moods and show us.
Supported by Instituto Cervantes and 
Embassy of Spain

16:30-17:30

STAGE
FUN WITH WORDS | Meredith Costain
Have fun listening to stories and poems by 
Australian writer Meredith Costain, then try 
writing some of your own! (Limited Numbers)
Supported by the Australian High Commission, 
New Delhi

WORKSHOP
THE JURASSIC ADVENTURE | Andy Chua
What’s the biggest dinosaur ever? Could T-Rex 
beat Triceratops in a fight? Let Fossil Finders 
author, Andy Chua, answer those epic questions 
in his upcoming session: The Jurassic Adventure! 
He’s even brought real dinosaur fossils!
Supported by National Arts Council, Singapore

SUNDAY 2 ND DECEMBER,  2018

All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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All sessions on first-come-first seated basis. Some sessions 
can seat only limited numbers. 
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SESSIONS & VENUE

10:30-11:30

AMPHITHEATRE
CHARLIE THE SAVIOUR | Cordis Paldano
What happens when Charlie the clown helps a 
girl save a darling goat from nasty goons? But 
what are a huge tiger and a small, fat golden 
lizard doing in this story?
Supported by Hachette India

12:00-13:00

STUDIO
TREASURE HUNTING AT VICTORIA TERMINUS | 
Joeanna Rebello
Hop on for a thrilling train ride to the grandest 
railway station in Asia. You’ll spot a lion, a 
mongoose and other animals on the way, but 
they don’t bite. Wait, don’t get off yet - there’s 
more in store. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by GoodEarth Books

AUDITORIUM
STORIES FROM THE LAND OF HANSEL & 
GRETEL | Kamal Pruthi
Hallo Kinder! Get your passport and visa ready 
to get on to the aeroplane with storypilot Kamal 
Pruthi aka Kabuliwala to go on a fun trip of 
German Stories.
Supported by GBO

CRAFTY 
CORNER
CRAFTING TRASH | Benita Sen
What do you do with a CD that isn’t comfortable 
in the CD drive any longer? Is your trash-can 
groaning under the weight of stuff you pitch out? 
Your answers will not be the same after this 
session. (Limited numbers)
Supported by Scholastic India

13:30-14:30

STAGE
HOW A TIGER BOY BECAME THE VOICE OF 
HINDUSTAN | Sharad Kohli
Did you know that children who mimic animals 
go on to become great classical singers? Well, 
not really but in the case of Tansen, this was 
indeed true. Want to know more?  Join Sharad in 
this enchanting session.
Supported by GoodEarth Books

WORKSHOP
HUNGER GAMES | Aljoscha Blau
A battle fizzles out because the soldiers are 
feeling very hungry. What does a general do in 
such a case? Find out in this amusing tale.
Supported by the Goethe Institut-Max 
Mueller Bhavan
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SESSIONS & VENUE

15:00-16:00

PERFORMALONG WITH ALICIA |  
Alicia Dongjoo Bang
Put on your dancing shoes and wait for the 
magic to begin.
Supported by the Korean Cultural Centre

POLES APART | Jeeva Raghunath
Stories sound different when seen through the 
eyes of another character from the story and 
you might end up listening to a weird version of 
a familiar story. Don’t believe us? Come, listen 
to Jeeva.

AUDITORIUM
THE FIRST PAINTERS | Mamta Nainy and 
Aniruddha Sengupta 
Put on your thinking caps, wield your brushes 
and hop onboard for an art expedition that will 
take you back in time to meet the very first 
painters of the world!
Supported by Puffin Books 

DOODLE WALL
MAKING A MONSTER WALL | Leigh Hobbs
Monsters come in all shapes and sizes. Do you 
have a favourite one? Join Leigh and turn simple 
shapes into monsters of your choice. 
Supported by the Australian High  
Commission, Delhi

16:30-17:30

STUDIO
RHYTHM AND RHYME | Jayshree Misra-Tripathi
Are you ready to read, write and roll with the 
rhythm? Take a theme, find your rhyme, jot a line 
or three, feel the rhythm, see  how easy it can be. 
(Limited Numbers)

THE PALMS
DISCOVER THE POET IN YOU | Ameen ul Haque
Come with a blank page, an open mind and start 
your journey as a poet. (Limited Numbers)
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10:30-11:30

CRAFTY 
CORNER
MASKED ANIMALS | Cinta Arribas
Create a beast with four ears, eight eyes or two 
mouths and be as crazy as you want to be. Once 
you are done, Cinta has a surprise of three in 
store for you. (Limited numbers)
Supported by Instituto Cervantes and 
Embassy of Spain

WORKSHOP
PIANO ROCK | Gavin Bishop
Back in the 1950s, living in a remote part of New 
Zealand, Gavin and his friends had to create their 
own fun moments and invent their own stories. 
Do you want to try the same? Join in.
(Limited Numbers)
Supported by PANZ, Creative New Zealand & 
the New Zealand High Commission, Delhi

GALLERY
SHOW AND TELL | Nina Sabnani
Play with words and images and shape them into 
tales. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by Parag, a Tata Trusts Initiative  
& BLBA

12:00-13:00

AMPHITHEATRE
OUT OF THE CAGE | Boris Pfeiffer
Try and look at the human world through the 
eyes of a wild animal trapped in a city. You may 
see things that you had never imagined before. 
Want to play this game? Join in.
Supported by Goethe Institut-Max  
Mueller Bhavan

13:30-14:30

OF MOSQUITO SPRAYS AND BRAVE WOLVES | 
Lim, Jeong Jin & Minsu Kwag
A super mosquito spray is a super weapon to 
have and the story of Wolf Khan who ran away 
from home in search of excitement.
Supported by the Korean Cultural Centre

AN AFTERNOON WITH STORYWALLAHS | 
Ameen ul Haque
Travel through the time machine of stories to 
times gone by and to the future as Ameen from 
Storywallahs takes you on a story tour.
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13:30-14:30

STUDIO
WHEN DINOSAURS ROAMED THE EARTH | 
Andy Chua
Why did the dinosaurs go extinct? Was 
Mosasaurus a dinosaur? Let Fossil Finders 
author, Andy Chua, answer that for you in his 
upcoming session: When Dinosaurs Roamed the 
Earth! He’s even brought real dinosaur fossils!
Supported by the National Arts Council, 
Singapore

GALLERY
RECIPE TO DRAW A COMIC HERO | Yann Degruel
Who is your favourite comic hero? Do you want 
to know how to bring it to life on paper. Find out 
more with Yann. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by Institut Francais

AUDITORIUM
GET READY! TO ROCK AND RULE | Roopa Pai
Want to be part of an elite secret organization 
of world-conquering young people who call 
themselves the WoCoTeens? All you need to do 
is master 99 essential skills and crack 99 tough 
challenges! Are. You. Ready!?  
With author Roopa Pai.
Supported by Hachette India

15:00-16:00

THE PALMS
CAPTAIN CLIMATE | Team DK
Don your “Captain Climate” hats: think out-
of-the-box and learn how to combat climate 
change!
Supported by DK

16:30-17:30

AUDITORIUM
THE IRON LADY OF INDIA | Devapriya Roy
Who was Mrs Gandhi? What made her iconic? 
Presenting some unforgettable facts about 
India’s only woman prime minister with 
Devapriya Roy.
Supported by Westland

DOODLE WALL
THE ONE-ARMED COOK | Gavin Bishop
In 1768, when the HMS Endeavour sailed from 
England with Captain James Cook at the helm it 
had a man with one hand whose cooked for 94 
men every day. There was one other memorable 
highlight of this trip. (Limited Numbers)
Supported by PANZ, Creative New Zealand & 
the New Zealand High Commission, Delhi
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10:30-11:30

AUDITORIUM
BFFs: WHAT’S SPORTS GOT TO DO WITH IT? | 
Arunava Sinha
A story of best friends who played cricket 
together, only for tragedy to strike, raises 
questions about friendship. And, of  
course, cricket.

STAGE
CAN YOU SAY U-P-A-N-I-S-H-A-D?  | Roopa Pai
It’s time to get India’s most ancient texts out of 
the mothballs! A few weeks before the launch 
of the prequel to her award-winning, bestselling 
The Gita For Children, come get the 101 on the 
Vedas and Upanishads from author Roopa Pai. 
(Ages 12-120)
Supported by Hachette India

12:00-13:00

DOUBLE BILL | Lim, Jeong Jin & Minsu Kwag
Two stories in quick succession. What happens 
when you get a super mosquito spray? In the 
second story Wolf Khan is yearning for some 
action and he gets it.
Supported by the Korean Cultural Centre

RAY RESURRECTED  | Rituparna Ghosh
Stories with man-eating plants, laughing dogs, 
aliens and skeletal dolls, you’ll find them all in 
Satyajit Ray’s penmanship! Join Rituparna as 
shares her favourite stories written by one of her 
favourite authors. 

WORKSHOP
READY TO SKETCH? | Kristin Roskifte
Kristin doesn’t leave home without a sketchbook 
in hand. It helps her capture ideas, images and 
life itself. In this session, she explains what a 
sketchbook means to an artist.
Supported by NORLA
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15:00-16:00

WORKSHOP
PAINTER EXTRAORDINAIRE | Alka Pande
Amrita Shergil had an extraordinary gift of 
drawing and painting. Learn all about her journey 
of self-discovery from Hungary to Paris to India 
and the adventures that followed.
Supported by Tota Books

16:30-17:30

AMPHITHEATRE
QISSEBAAZI | Saattvic & Padma Damodaran
Presenting two unique stories. Padma traces the 
story of a journey from childhood crosses many 
paths and changes direction many times, while 
Saattvic tells the musical tale of how drama 
came to be.
Directed by Danish Husain
Produced by The Hoshruba Repertory
Ages: 12-120

SUNDAY 2 ND DECEMBER,  2018

ONGOING

ALL DAY, 

ALL AGES

HAPPY HOURS | Wendy Cooling

Pick your mark, add a dot, a line or 

three and see where it leads.

Illustrations : Jayanto |  Design : Vinay
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Alicia Dongjoo Bang is a professional international storyteller from Korea. She has delighted 
children and adults with her storytelling performances for years. Her Indian nickname is 
Story Bommai (doll).

Aljoscha Blau was born 1972 in Leningrad, Russia, graduated from HAW in Hamburg in 
Illustration and Graphic Arts and has been working ever since as illustrator for German and 
international publishers. He lives in Berlin.

Alka Pande loves telling a story through words and images. A trained art historian, she has 
found a new thrill and adventure in life through the many myths and stories within Indic 
tradition and India’s vast visual culture.

Ameen-ul-Haque collects stories. From everywhere. He can stay awake the whole night, go 
without food, climb mountains and walk miles - just to listen to a story.  

Amiown, Amity’s caring pre-school, has spread the magic of stories far and wide. Its aim is 
to nurture and raise readers and lovers of all things story!

Andy Chua is a 3D artist and an author. He has a collection of dinosaur bones, and gives 
lectures on prehistoric life in schools, libraries and museums. Fossil Finders is his first 
children’s book series.

Aniruddha Mukherjee gets his ideas at the stroke of his really long beard. He doodles non-
stop, photographs river-sides, and can usually be spotted next to a pile of children’s books.

Anitha Balachandran is a professional juggler. If you happen to be in Bangalore you may 
catch sight of her chasing an unrealistic deadline. Anitha loves her watercolours which she 
now reluctantly shares with her five-year-old son.

In the brief time she spends in the real world, Anjana an award-winning writer, freelances 
as a journalist. She loves scuba-diving, climbing (mountains not trees), exploring haunted 
places - anything to avoid growing up.

Aparna Jain is a leadership coach who works in corporate India. She also does fun stuff like 
write books and fight for gender equality. Her latest book is Like a Girl: Real Stories for 
Tough Kids.

Arunava Sinha translates classic, modern and contemporary Bengali fiction and non-fiction 
from Bangladesh and India into English. He has won India’s top translation prize, the 
Crossword Award for translated books, twice.

Ayako Watanabe is a Japanese illustrator who loves to explore an imaginary world and 
express her inner child in form of art. When she is not doodling, she is usually daydreaming 
or eating chocolates.

A trash freak, Benita Sen dreams of DIY. Twigs, string, ribbon, old socks… Benita wishes 
Santa would bring some for her. Till then, she collects her own to turn into new stuff to leave 
under the tree.

Bongiswa Kotta-Ramushwana loves telling stories to children and dances and sings with 
them. Back home in South Africa, she also tells stories on UNISA radio station every Friday. 

As a child Boris Pfeiffer narrated his stories to the asphalt strip in front of the car window 
during long journeys with his parents. Today he is the author of books, plays and poetry for 
children. 

Cinta Arribas likes to imagine stories inspired by different characters. Her work is intense, 
colourful and expressive; it plays with a subtle sense of humour that highlights the fact that 
life should always be a little fun.
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Cordis Paldano loves the circus and his friends – the trapeze artists – but he loves clowning 
the most! And even more than that, he loves to share his clowning tricks.

Devapriya Roy is the author of 3.5 books and a serialised novel in progress. She owns more 
than 1,000 books, is very picky about her tea, and has a cat who is actually human.

Dorling Kindersley (DK) is the world’s leading illustrated reference publisher of high-quality 
books and online resources for children and adults. Established in 1974 in London, DK 
produces content in over 87 countries, and in 62 languages.

When he was young, Gavin Bishop lived in a small town by a lake surrounded by mountains. 
There were only 12 pupils at his school and only one teacher. He had a pet sheep called Sue. 

Greystroke is a self-taught artist who’s been drawing ever since he can remember. He 
has been a writer, illustrator, art director (even publisher) for over 20 years now. He’s a 
photographer and filmmaker as well.

Habib Ali has been training and illustrating with the Riyaaz Academy in Bhopal. He has 
illustrated books for many publishers and magazines. 

Ira Saxena, is a writer and critic of children’s books that include adventure novels, short 
stories on themes ranging from computer crime to Gandhian thought and non-violence. She 
promotes literature as a means of healing stress.  

Janaki Sabesh loves stories – telling, writing and living them. As the founder of Golpo - Tales 
Unlimited, she mixes stories with theatre, movement, and music and creates magic! Her 
first book, The Jungle Storytelling Festival, was published by Tulika Publishers.

Although a teacher for many years Jayshree Misra-Tripathi is still a keen student,  an 
observer,  learning something new every day. She enjoys watching plays, listening to music 
and writing! 

Jeeva Raghunath pioneered the storytelling movement in Tamil Nadu and has represented 
India at various festivals around the globe. Her company Kathaikalatta organises an 
international storytelling festival “Under the Aalamaram!”. She smells, tastes, feels, sees 
and hears stories!

Joeanna Rebello believes she was once an Old Building - home to a hundred different lives 
that sang, ate and danced within her. She writes and edits for a living.

Kamal Pruthi, the very own Kabuliwala of kids, the man with the jhola of stories is the only 
Performance Storyteller in India who writes songs and performs stories in German along 
with six other Indian languages.

Kamla Bhasin loves writing, hates injustice and believes in the power of love to transform the 
world. She has spent her life challenging gender discrimination through her books and songs.

Dr Karishma Mahbubani is a storyteller with an avid love for early childhood education, books, 
shoes and her family, but not necessarily in that order. She lives by the beach and calls 
Chennai her home.

Karthika Gopalakrishnan is a writer, storyteller, daydreamer, and dedicated polish-off-er of 
jars of chocolate ganache. She enjoys her work as an editor but she really likes making 
children laugh - and making appallingly bad puns. 

Kristin Roskifte is a Norwegian illustrator and picture book author. She has published eight 
picture books with topics like crowds, surreal dream homes, queueing and animals with 
body issues. She is inspired by how different yet alike people are.

Artist, author and Australian children’s Laureate 2016-17, Leigh Hobbs is the creator of 20 
children’s books featuring his characters Old Tom, Horrible Harriet, Mr Chicken, Fiona the 
Pig, Mr Badger and the FREAKS in 4F.

Lim Jeong Jin is a children’s television scriptwriter turned professional author, who also 
performs at storytelling festivals around the world. She is the president of the Korean Board 
of Books for Young people (Korean Board on Books for Young People).

Mamta Nainy moonlights as a writer and has a number of books to her credit. She loves 
travelling but is too lazy to do it, so she makes do with reading. 

Maneka Sanjay Gandhi is a politician, writer and animal rights activist. She is currently the 
Union cabinet minister for the Ministry of Women and Child Development, Government of India.

Meghaa Aggarwal says the funniest things without meaning to, but she’s terrible at telling 
jokes - mostly because she starts to laugh much before she ends them. She’s deeply inspired 
by the indomitable spirit of childhood.

Meredith Costain grew up in Australia with a head full of stories and poems. Now she writes 
books for children. Funny books, scary books, books about animals with rhythm and rhyme.

Minsu Kwag is devoted to writing and illustrating the stories she has been treasuring deep 
in her heart. 

Nagesh Hegde’s writings in Kannada have become textbook lessons in schools and 
universities in Karnataka. He is also a recipient of Rajyotsava Award. He has been producing 
magazines, wall papers, posters, books, songs and pamphlets on ecology and environment 
for children.
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Nina Sabnani uses film, illustration and writing to tell her stories. Her work in film and 
illustrated books seeks to bring together animation and ethnography. She has just won the 
2018 Big Little Book Award for Illustrator.

Pow Aim Hailowng is a huge fan of the Marvel movies. She is a proud Hufflepuff and would 
have excelled in astronomy at Hogwarts and is all for stargazing. 

Qissago Padma Damodaran likes stories that are magical yet real, that are sad, yet full of 
joy, that are naughty and mischievous yet kind and caring, that are scary yet full of wonder.

Qissago Saattvic is an Oxford-educated economist who works at a law firm, moonlights as an 
actor, starlights as a table player, torchlights as a playwright, candlelights as a singer and 
fairylights as a film-maker.

Rahul Kansal, a 61-year-old corporate executive, is an unlikely person to be writing these 
cock-and-bull animal tales. It was his two daughters (now in their twenties) who urged him 
to pen these fantasy-filled tales he once concocted for them.

Ritu Vaishnav has taught children, edited books for them and also owns a bookstore just 
for children. She was also a journalist once but now spends most of her time escaping into 
books and far-off places.

Rituparna Ghosh caught the oral bug when she started telling stories to her son. A professional 
storyteller, trainer and consultant, she has discovered the child in herself and has decided 
never to grow up again!

From Taranauts, India’s first complete fantasy-adventure series, to Ready! a thrilling skilling 
book, to the bestselling Gita For Children, Roopa Pai loves to jump worlds and universes in 
her writing.

Samina Mishra is a documentary filmmaker, writer and teacher based in New Delhi. She has 
a special interest in media for and about children. She hopes that her stories help children 
make sense of the world.

Sharad Kohli figured out early on that he would never be as talented as Tansen and settled 
for a life enjoying Hindustani Classical Music. He is drawn to nature, music and books, and 
travels where his heart takes him.

Shubham Lakhera is also a trainee-illustrator with the Riyaaz Academy and likes humming 
old Hindi songs.

Siddhartha Sarma wishes he had a garden, which he will someday. Till then, he collects 
miniature models of cars and aircraft and plans dioramas for them. He also reads a lot of 
comic books. Don’t ask him about Marvel Comics. Just don’t.

Sonali Shenoy has a penchant for stories that do not fit in boxes. As a journalist, she has 
written on a range of topics, including crocodiles in love. The Dog Who Taught Me Math is 
her first children’s book. 

Srividhya Venkat hopped, skipped and jumped careers to find the one she’s most passionate 
about – writing and storytelling for children. She often wishes that houses were made with 
books, not bricks.

Stephen Aitken loves books! He writes books. He makes pictures for books. And, he buys 
way too many books. His house is full of - you guessed it - books! He thinks he is a bookie 
monster!

Prof Sudarshan Khanna believes that the best thing a person can do with a toy is to break 
it; the next best thing is to make it. This is the philosophy with which the ‘toy-man’ of India 
works and plays with! 

Sumi Chandrasekharan grew up spending her summer holidays with her cousins listening to 
their grandmother’s stories. She told some of those stories to her two children and has now 
adapted her favourite one, Kozhukatta, into a book.

Surabhi Khanna is a design nut, with some play and bountiful search.

Sylvia Sikundar loves writing children’s books. She also plays pickleball which is a new sport 
combining bits of tennis, badminton and ping pong all mixed together like a pickle.

Vaishali Shroff is lost! If you see anyone staring into space, talking about strange things, and 
living in a different time period, it’s her! Please report her to Authors Anonymous.

Veronika Resslova, born in 1973 in the Czech Republic, is language teacher, freelance artist 
and curator who currently works as Czech Visiting Lecturer at the University of Delhi. She is 
interested in visual art, linguistics and Mahayana Buddhism. 

Wendy Cooling has been involved in a range of projects to promote reading - in the UK and 
worldwide. She has edited collections of stories and poems and has received many awards.

Yann Degruel transforms himself into an “immobile traveller” through his books and shares 
the fruits of his literary escapades with the reader. His inspiration comes from a strong taste 
for adventure and the joy of designing a story.
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BOOKART 2018 –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Atanu Roy has worked on various styles, from the thick outlines of Who’s Smarter to the 
crazy black and white drawings for Wingless. In 2016, he received the Big Little Book 
Award for Illustrator.

Nina Sabnani uses film, illustration and writing to tell her stories. Her work in film and 
illustrated books seeks to bring together animation and ethnography. She has just won 
the 2018 Big Little Book Award for Illustrator.

A winner of the Big Little Book Illustrator Award 2017, Proiti Roy lives in Shantiniketan. 
She loves to sit at her desk - illustrating, surrounded by the dogs she rescued, with a hot 
cup of tea.

LOOK WHO'S HERE!




